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August 2020 Newsletter
T his month we are bringing you the very best of what Applied Healthcare
Academy & Lif e Science Access Academy have to offer.
Not only will you be able to learn about all of the new courses we have to offer
from our brilliant content creation team but you'll also get to hear about whats
going on in our monthly T hink T anks and how you can get involved.
We'll also keep you up to date with the very latest and this month we are
shining the spot light on Access with Ian Chamberlain

Below is a brief overview of each of our new courses and the relevant
categories they fall into. T hese courses will be going live in the next few weeks.
If you do NOT want any of these courses made live for your teams then please
come back to me by COP on Friday the 4th of September.

New Applied Healthcare Academy Courses to engage and inspire you this
month......

NHS
Understanding the NHS in
England: Medicines
Optimisation and Value
T his course will explain the Medicines
Optimisation and Value Programme.
You will gain an insight and
understanding of the various committees and structures that operate to
implement Medicines Optimisation in the NHS in England.

AHA Certificate of NHS
Excellence, AHA Certificate of
Excellence (England)
Understanding the NHS in
England - Procurement and
Supply
Procurement is the term used by the
NHS for the purchasing of goods and
services, including medicines. T his course gives an overview of procurement
strategies and policies and how they fit in with the overall NHS strategy of
increasing quality efficiency and innovation. It covers the organisations
involved in procurement in the NHS in England and provides insight into how to
engage with them through understanding procurement and contracting
standards and practices.

NHS
Understanding the NHS in
England - The Role of Public
Health
T his course will provide you
information on the role of Public
Health England and the Local
Authority Public Health functions. It
will also explain how Public health interacts and works with the NHS

Compliance and Regulatory
Appraisal Training for
Appraisees
T he course is about how to maximise
the impact of your performance

appraisal. It covers the steps to take
before, during and after the meeting
and some of the key skills involved. It
does not cover setting objectives or
performance ratings as this varies
amongst organisations. It is aimed at
anyone who has a performance
appraisal.

Compliance and Regulatory
Appraisal Training for Line
Managers
T he course is about how to
effectively conduct performance
appraisals. It covers the steps to take
before, during and after the meeting
and some of the key skills and questioning involved. It does not cover setting
objectives or providing ratings as this varies amongst organisations. It is aimed
at line managers, team leaders, supervisors or anyone who has one or more
direct reports.

AHA Certificate of Excellence
(Northern Ireland)
Understanding the NHS in
Northern Ireland: Module 5 Procurement and Supply
T his Module is relevant for employees
in a pharmaceutical organisation and
a commercial medical technology
organisation, who wish to understand how NHS Procurement and Supply is
organised within Northern Ireland and initiatives which may affect product
procurement. It is also relevant for those who wish to ensure their knowledge is
up to date.

NHS Reviews
NHS England and Devolved
Nations: The National Health
Service and Life Sciences in
2020 – Quarter 3 Update (AprilJune)
T his course will help you understand
the key elements of the complexities

of the NHS and give pointers to supporting information as well as suggestions
for further exploration or actions you may want to take.

Top Tips
Top Tips for Clinical
Commissioning Groups
A quick overview of what the Clinical
Commissioning groups are and where
to get more information.

AHA Certificate of Excellence
(Scotland)
Understanding the NHS in
Scotland: Module 5 Procurement and Supply
T his course is relevant for employees
in a pharmaceutical organisation and
a commercial medical technology
organisation, who wish to understand how NHS procurement is organised In
Scotland and initiatives which may affect product procurement. It is also
relevant for those who wish to ensure their knowledge is up to date.

AHA Certificate of Excellence
(Wales)
Understanding the NHS in
Wales: Module 5 - Procurement
and Supply
T his Module is relevant for employees
in a pharmaceutical organisation and
a commercial medical technology
organisation, who wish to understand
how NHS procurement and Supply is
organised within Wales and initiatives
which may affect product procurement. It is also relevant for those who wish
to ensure their knowledge is up to date.

Compliance and Regulatory,
COVID-19
Travelling on Business –
Minimising Your Risk in a
COVID-19 World

COVID-19 has introduced additional
risk into our environment for the
foreseeable future.
T his course will help you to minimise
risk to yourself and others when
travelling on business in the 'new
normal' COVID-19 world. It will provide
sensible and practical advice and
guidance on optimising social distancing, using PPE and other measures to
protect yourself when driving and travelling on company business.

Top Tips
Top Tips for the NHS Long Term
Plan
A 3 page document covering what
the NHS Long T erm Plan is, next steps
and key action points.

Top Tips
Top Tips for Specialised
Commissioning
A 2 page document highlighting what
you need to know about specialised
commissioning.

New Lif e Science Access Academy Courses to engage and inspire you this
month......

Sales Managers Toolkit
The P.A.R.T.N.E.R.S Team
Development Programme
T his course discovers how T he
P.A.R.T .N.E.R.S. T eam Development
Programme will give you a tried and
trusted process that will enable your
team to perform to their full
potential. T his straightforward and easy to understand programme will give you

the essential building blocks that are needed for any team to ensure they
navigate their way to high performance.

Pathway into Marketing,
Interactive
Introducing the Aspiring
Marketer
T he Aspiring Marketer is a course
designed for sales representatives
and sales managers wanting to
further their career with a move into marketing. T his e-Learning module is an
introduction to the full course providing some helpful insights and plenty of
food for thought.

In call performance,
Communication and presentation
skills
Why Should I Pay Attention To
You?
In this module you’ll explore the way
your customers view the world, using
the language and vocabulary they use as signposts. From there you can tailor
your own plans and propositions in a way that best resonates with them, giving
you better quality and more influential interactions.

COVID-19, New courses, Sales
manager toolkit, Human
resources
Virtual Recruitment in a
'COVID-19' World and Beyond
A practical guide to virtual recruiting
during and post COVID-19, giving
organisations looking to hire an
understanding of necessary recruitment methods and how to maximise the
benefit of these developing processes.

Account management, Market
access and Business skills,
Interactive

Exploring the procurement of
Medicines and Pharmaceutical
and services by the NHS - An
interview with Stuart Shotton
Whilst talking to Ian Chamberlain,
Stuart Shotton explores the NHS
procurement process for Medicines
and Pharmaceutical products and services (and how this differs across the
Devolved Nations). He discusses key terminology, key customers and working
groups, what happens at each stage of the procurement process and the
importance of the KAM role to tendering success.

In call performance, Interactive,
Development, Sales Managers
Toolkit
GROWing your Sales: Module 1:
Personal G.R.O.W.
When you have completed both
modules of this course, you will be
able to use the Goal, Reality, Options,
Way forward (G.R.O.W.) model to
enable better sales conversations with your colleagues and your clients.

Get involved in our monthly T hink T anks
Our next one will be hosted on the 11th of September at 3pm
Book here:
https://www.subscribepage.com/fieldforce

T his months SPOT LIGHT is on our Market Access and Virtual Engagement
courses

Spot light with Ian Chamberlain
Spotlight on Access
Do you have an experienced field sales team
who are now working substantially or exclusively
virtually? Is remote customer access proving to
be a challenge? Our most popular training
programme is a 5 x 1 hour virtual workshop,
following the scope of Ian Chamberlain's
signature 2 day classroom programme that many of you will be familiar with.
T his five module programme is exclusively focused on booking remote Zoom,
T eams or Veeva Engage meetings with HCPs. It covers:
1. Mindset and confidence
2. What not to say and what to say to book the virtual meeting 3. Building a
portfolio of options and sequential calls
4. Objection handling and fallbacks
5. Putting it all together and email-phone integration

Lif e Science Access Academy and Applied Healthcare Academy
You received this email because your
company signed up to access our online
learning through the Applied Access
Academy or the Life Science Access
Academy. If you would prefer not to receive
newsletters, updates on new courses or
information on the NHS and the Healthcare
Industry then please unsubscribe.
Unsubscribe

